July Edition

Friendly Reminders:

Golf Cart reminders:

Bike Safety



Operating golf carts in the campground is
a Privilege, and we have set these guidelines to ensure safety for everyone.
To all parents. Please remind your children.
 All golf carts MUST obey the posted
 Everyone 14 and under MUST ware a helspeed limit of 5 mph.
met.
 No one under the age of 16 is allowed to
operate a golf cart.
 You must obey the stop signs (especially at
the playground)
 The driver MUST have a valid Driver’s
Permit (if 16 years old) and a licensed
 No riding after dark unless you have a spotdriver beside them at all times.
light
 All golf carts need to have lights to be
 Slow down and watch for people walking and
driven at night.
cars
 Absolutely no gas powered golf carts.
 For your own safely, please don't follow to
This camp only allows electric golf carts.
close to moving vehicles (i.e. Cars, trucks,
 There is a $35 registration fee every
hay wagon)
year for using your golf cart in the
campground. The fee is usually paid at
the beginning of the season, but if you
purchase a golf cart recently, please go
to the office to pay the fee, and get a
number for your cart. Also let Theresa
know the model, serial number, color and
manufacturer name.
 The registered numbers must be visible
on the cart at all times. The stickers
must be placed either front and back or
left and right.
 If you sell your golf cart, please remember the new owner must register the golf
cart in their name and get a new numbers
from the office.
 Golf cart passengers MUST be limited to
the number of passengers the cart is designed for.
 DO NOT stand when the golf cart is in
motion. The bars on the golf cart are
NOT designed for a standing passenger.
 There will be consequences for those who
do not abide by the guidelines. The following action(s) will be presented:
 1st offense: A verbal warning will be issued by Dave or Theresa.
 2nd offense: The golf cart will be
grounded to your site for one month.
 3rd offense: The golf cart will need to be
removed from the campground.

Vehicle reminders


The legal speed limit in the park is 5 mph.
Please abide by this limit.



Please watch for children, bikers, golf
carts, and walking campers. We do not want
anyone to get hurt.



Be very attentive around the playground,
swimming pool, camp store and anywhere
with large groups. Anyone could run in
front of you. Pay close attention.



Do not text or use your cell phone while
you drive. Pay attention to the roads at all
times.



Vehicles must be operated by licensed
adults.



Cars should be driven to the site and as little as possible. Please DO NOT drive on
the grass. There are plenty of roads to be
driven on.



Our campground roads are not suitable for
practicing drivers. There is too many young
children running around and too many dangers for a new driver to face at camp.



Please refrain from playing the car radio
too loud.



Maximum of two automobiles are allowed to
be parked at the site. Additional parking is
available at the store lot.



Guests must have a visible Guest Pass on
their rear view mirror.



Power boats, utility trailers, ATV trailers,
boat trailers, and other types of vehicles
may take the place of one of the cars allowed on site.



One golf cart per site.

Restricted Vehicles


The following types of vehicles are not allowed to be driven in the campground at
any time or by anyone:


Dirt bikes, Go Carts, Mini bikes, Motorized scooters (with the exception of
adults with health issues), ATV (3 or 4
wheels), etc.

Notice from Management:
We would like to discuss our important features of Blue Haven Campground. The management will focus on these ideals of safety,
health, operation, and development. With
these ideals in mind, we shall discuss several
options and mention all the current issues.
For example, the South Pool has been a topic
of discussion for many campers. We understand the pool was a treat, but we now have
to be honest about the pool’s future. The
South Pool is closed. The pool shall need expensive repairs. Not only the pool will need
repairs, we have looked at other issues with

Firstly, Wifi has been a constant discussion
starter. We apologize for this issue, but we
have also given this thought. If we remove the
South Pool fix from our budget, we can get
better Wifi. We have also noticed the amount
of people standing in the sun during events or
wanting to use the Wifi at the office. Our consideration is to build a pavilion. This way the
pavilion could serve for free time and events.
Also, we are considering updating the clubhouse. The updates and suggestions can be discussed with the management. The next idea
for an update would be a sprinkler park for the
kids, so they can run around and play in the wa-

ter. This sprinkler system would be less reguthe pool. When hot days come, the North Pool lation, less money to maintain, and less search
is usually crowded but not to the point of
for a lifeguard. Of course, the children will
needing another pool. Most of the time, the

need their guardians there at all times. We

North Pool is big enough to accept all visitors. have also considered adding another bathAlso another huge issue that was presented
house. The bathhouse will take consideration
this year was the employment of lifeguards.
on where it will be placed as we are open to
We waited and asked several schools for life- suggestions.
guards, and we just got some for the summer.
We expect this issue to keep arising due to
the expenses of becoming a lifeguard, CPR
training, and finding people who want to work.
Also, New York State and Clinton County Department of Health have several laws and
regulations that we have to follow. These regulations have been easier to follow with one

With all these options in mind, we have considered new rules for the North Pool. We may put
in place an “Adult time” for adults only to swim
and enjoy the pool without children interfering
with their relaxing swim. Thus, we can look at
the North Pool being used fully and respectfully than having a second pool needed.

pool to watch than two. We want to serve the

The final note shall be suggestions. We want

masses with options. Discussing these options

your input as this is very important because we

will affect the campground for years to come. serve you. Please do not think that your voice
is being denied. Speak up and let us know what
you think.

